
CAFFEINE OR DECAFF 

Happy New year to you all 

          I have  leapt  into 2016 with joie de vie; full of ideas, goals and missions that I’m going to 

achieve, detox, de stress and de clutter (www.clearerspace.com ) and ….De Caff? Now, I’ve never 

been one for light or diet versions of any food stuffs – it tastes best with ‘nought taken out’! I like to 

try and keep to the mantra ‘consume everything in moderation’ –  err my halo does  slip 

occasionally! 

                                         The dilemma of coffee ……De Caff or Caffeine? 

Firstly I decided that I’d better try a De Caff especially as Mr Duffin has been roasting a   

single origin Brazilian – Santa Lucia for our customers. A flat white was presented to me in the usual 

style (dubious latte art) and guess what it was delicious, rich and chocolaty – I’m almost certain if 

that had been a blind test I would not have noticed……Until a few hours later when there was  a 

nagging feeling of something missing, then it dawned on me, it was my usual dose of caffeine! 

            This prompted me to do a little research – thank goodness for Google, all the answers 

instantly at my fingertips. I was brought up in the era of encyclopaedias and libraries! I’ll give you a 

summary of my findings; 

1 - Caffeine is a bitter substance found natural in over 60 plants, the most common being    

tea leaves, coffee seed, kola nuts and cacao. 

2 -   It is added to foods and drinks- most commonly known are energy drinks. 

3 - It is used in certain medicines and can be taken in powdered format as a dietary     

supplement. 

4 - It is a psychoactive drug that stimulates the central nervous system. This has an effect on 

the body’s metabolism (increases it), cognitive behaviour ( mood, anxiety  and alertness)  and 

cerebral vascular system (  blood pressure, heart tremors). 

              There has and continues to be research into the health benefits and consequences of 

caffeine intake. The effects vary amongst individuals but caffeine currently is considered a safe drug 

if consumed responsibly ……so that is up to you to decide! 

It appears that a daily intake of 500mg is acceptable. A cup of coffee can vary between 80 

and 135mg depending on the brew and bean. A lethal dose of caffeine would be10 grams, which 

equates to …a lot of cups of coffee (50 – 100). 

I found it surprising and interesting to see how much caffeine was in other drinks and food 

stuffs, making it easy to consume far more than you realise. It is also important to remember that De 

Caff  coffee still contains some caffeine and if I were to start consuming more cups in my search for 

that little something that was missing I could easily end up over dosing and defeating the objective 

of detoxing!   

 

http://www.clearerspace.com/


I must admit that I do really look forward to my one cup of good coffee a day  - I enjoy that 

feel good factor and the little burst of gusto it gives me. As I write this I realise I start the day @ 7 am 

with 2 cups of quality  tea (Thompsons Punjana) that sees me through to 11 am when it’s coffee 

time…..ah I can see a pattern forming @ 4 pm it’s another cup of tea!! 

Overall I consume my fair share in moderation of caffeine. I don’t suffer with any of the 

adverse possible side effects e.g. anxiety, heart tremors, jittery , Insomnia, headaches, stomach pain 

and if I were to stop caffeine all together there could be some fairly unpleasant withdrawal 

symptoms; headaches, insomnia, jitters, irritability, drowsiness and inability to concentrate! 

So on that note I’m happy to continue testing our De Caff coffee – however it is not going to 

replace my usual flat white fix on a regular basis. 
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PLANT WATCH 

2 Arabica Coffee plants – Christmas gifts 

 Research required on how to care for them. Apparently 

 easy to grow as house plants – prefer room temperature of 18 degrees 

 (going to struggle in our house!) & humidity.  Any advice welcomed please? 

CAFFEINE COOKS 

Add grated cacao to Chilli Con Carne. www.williescacao.com  Venezualan Black 

CRAFT CORNER 

Up Cycled coffee sacks so far. 

No 1 Shoulder bag 

No 2 Pin Board 

No3 Wall covering 

No 4 Covering  

View On Instagram @Mr.Duffins.Coffee   

TRIVIA   

 “In Seattle you haven’t had enough coffee until you can thread a sewing machine 
while it’s running”      -      Jeff Bezos founder& CEO Amazon .com  

http://www.williescacao.com/

